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About my style

Authentic, natural and Baby- Led photography

Babies are perfect
I believe babies are perfect the way they are. Their skin, their smell, their little noses.
Completely pure and perfect.
All different, all unique, all beautiful.
I want you to be able to look back and remember how your baby looked, the way they stretched and yawned, the
expressions they have.

Baby Led posing
My approach to newborn photography is all about documenting babies in very simple poses that are baby-led,
allowing them to be in the positions they find most comfortable.
I photograph them against plain and cosy backdrops in a minimalist style, without the use of many props. Your baby
is my guide for the session, meaning each shoot is totally unique.

Family connections
You are a big part of this session. I love to incorporate your special bond with your gorgeous new baby in many
different ways within the session.
I know at times mummies especially are very self concicious during the first couple of weeks post birth, but i
promise, you will look back and be so thankful that you are involved in these memories.

What to expect from your
newborn Session?
My relaxed newborn studio sessions are run from my home studio in Grange.
They typically run anywhere between 1-3 hours, depending on how the bubs settles but I
usually try to have them all finsihed by 2 hours as I find this is more than enough time
usually.
There is plenty of time for baby cuddles, feedings and changes.
The ultimate time to photograph newborns in studio is less than 14 days old, so they are most
sleepy and flexible. They also change so much in these few weeks so this is the perfect time
to capture thier little features.
However, newborn photographs can take place later than this date up until around 8 weeks
if needed. The bonus to "older" newborns is lots of smiles and open eyes!
My approach to newborns is very simple and minimalist.
I use soft neutral colours and baby led posing which high lights your baby as feature. I do not
use props such as buckets and baskets. I photography your baby in their nappy covered by a
wrap or sometimes in a simple baby suit.
I have a beautiful studio prop bed in which we can take natural family photos for your
gallery.
Siblings are most welcome, however, attention spans can be limited so we will ensure that
sibling photos are done early so they can relax. We have a local park under 2 minutes away
that Dad may like to take siblings during the session. Please bring toys/I pads to help
entertain as well.

How to prepare

I love to take images of babies awake, however there is something so peaceful and cute
about a sleeping baby image. So to get these sleeping pictures there are a few things that
can the session go smoothly.
1. Please plan to feed bub when you arrive in studio or feed them just before you leave
the house so they are sleepy and full and ready to go.
2. Dress your baby as little as possible, For example - A front buttoning onesie with no
singlet. This will make it easier if bubs falls asleep in the car to get him/her undressed
without too much disruption.
3.Dont stress if the morning doesnt go to plan with feeding, we can always make it
work with a little top up. I have ways and means to get babies to calm and sleep!
A simple white baby vest/onsie can also make for some lovely images in the studio so I
suggest parents dress baby in a onsie they would like photos in and we can incorporate
that into the session.
The studio will be warm so please dress accordingly, Remember your baby may be nude
or just in a nappy in some photos so we need to keep them warm and comfortable.
Please dont stress about the session or if your baby will sleep. Newborn sessions take a
little longer but are worth it when you see the final images. I will be gently positioning and
taking lots of care of your baby while you’re here, while you can sit and enjoy the peace
and quiet. If your baby sleeps we will shoot them asleep, but if they like to be awake we
will go with that too! There is no right or wrong way with these sessions. But usually I will
still get some sleeping images in every session.
And finally, enjoy it! It is such a lovely few hours to gush and adore over your baby
without the worries of home. Spend the time really soaking in that bub as I photograph
you and it will make for some adorable images for you to look back on as they grow.

Wardrobe Choices

Wardrobe choice makes such a difference in your final images. I find that lighter colour fabrics tend to photograph better
and ensure that the focus is on your baby not the clothes.
Please consider choosing soft neutrals - whites, greys, tans, denims, pinks, blues, soft patterns. D
resses or something floaty works well for mamas. Dads think jeans or chinos and a light top.
I have a small selection of dresses for mamas and they are more than welcome to use them in the studio*
Consider removing nail polish as these will show in close ups of baby in your hands.
T shirts with name brands or logos also do not photograph well so its usually best to avoid these.
I can suggest further examples if you have any queries.
*The two cream/white dresses featured on this page are available to wear in studio.

After the session

Gallery and Delievery
Payment for your session is due the week it is scheduled.This
amount is minus your deposit paid.
After your session I will have a sneak peak preview of your
session that can be posted on my insta/FB (if you wish).
You will receive a email with a password protected gallery
link approx 3 weeks from the session where you can pick
your images from your package or you can choose to
upgrade to a full gallery and product package (see the pricing
PDF for more details).
Product delievery if you choose to purchase an upgrade or
add on some product will be an addtional 2 weeks (approx)
and can be collected from my Grange studio.

